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From: James Bongarra
To: Gallucci, Ray /
Date: Wed, Feb 25, 2004 4:20 PM
Subject: Re: Wish List - Phil, Erasmia take note

Ray:

I'm a bit behind on my correspondence ... regarding the HFIHRA expert for the panel, I'd suggest Dave
Geriman, Bruce Hallbert, or Harold Blackman, all from INEEL, as candidates for this slot. As a backup,
Jim Higgins from BNL.

Jim

V»-l Ray Gallucci 02117/04 10:30AM»>>
Of course - and here it is.

V/»> James Bongarra 02/17/04 10:29AM»>>> te
was there supposed to be an attachment to this email?? Also, I agree that Ron Laughery would be a
good candidate for the panel.

»>> Ray Gallucci 02117/04 09:21AM»>>>V4
Thanks for the input. I've attached suggestions and assignments to the various wishes. Please send me
suggestions, etc.

Erasmia - once Sunil and Hossein give the go-ahead on this, will you coordinate assembly of the panel?
Phil will work on assembling the info. I'll help where needed.

If we're going to have an industry person on the panel, please offer suggestions ASAP.

IV>>> "Forester, John. A" <iafores(a~sandia.ao > 02/113/04 01:07PM »>>>IMA ..

Ray, LJ)
Attached is the wish list we discussed for the types of fire manual actions
and the expe~rt panel. Until you indicate otherwise, we will assume that the
NRC will be trying to identify and enlist the particpation of the expert
panel. But just let us know if you need us to help in some way.

By the way, we had the thought that if Gareth has the time, given his
background in PRA, HRA, and general power plant experience etc. he would
probably be a good choice for the panel.

Thanks, John

<<FMA Wish List.wpd>>

CC: Brown, Eva; Diec, David; Downs, James; Dreisbach, Jason; Dudley, Richard;
Koltay, Peter; Lois, Erasmia; Parry, Gareth; Qualls, Phil; Trimble, David; Weerakkody, Sunil


